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Abstract. The main concern for institutions that organize exams is to detect
when students cheat. Actually more frauds are possible and even authorities can
be dishonest. If institutions wish to keep exams a trustworthy business, anyone
and not only the authorities should be allowed to look into an exam’s records and
verify the presence or the absence of frauds. In short, exams should be verifiable.
However, what verifiability means for exams is unclear and no tool to analyze
an exam’s verifiability is available. In this paper we address both issues: we for-
malize several individual and universal verifiability properties for traditional and
electronic exams, so proposing a set of verifiability properties and clarifying their
meaning, then we implement our framework in ProVerif, so making it a tool to an-
alyze exam verifiability. We validate our framework by analyzing the verifiability
of two existing exam systems – an electronic and a paper-and-pencil system.
1 Introduction
Not a long time ago, the only way for a student to take an exam was by sitting in a
classroom with other students. Today, students can take exams using computers in test
centers or even from home and can be graded remotely. This change is possible thanks to
computer-aided or computer-based exams, generally called electronic exams (e-exams).
E-exams are integrated in Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC), platforms to open a
worldwide access to university lectures. E-exams are also trialled at university exams: at
the University Joseph Fourier, exams in pharmacy have been organized electronically in
2014 using tablet computers, and all French medicine exams are planned to be managed
electronically by 2016 [13].
All such diverse exam and e-exam protocols should provide a comparable guarantee
of security and not only against students that cheat, the main concern of exam author-
ities, but also against other frauds and the frauds perpetrated by the authorities them-
selves. More or less effective mitigations exist but to really address the matter exams
must be verifiable. Verifiable exams can be checked for the presence or the absence of
irregularities and provide evidence about the fairness and the correctness of their grad-
ing procedures. And they should be welcome by authorities since exam verifiability is
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also about to be transparent about an exam’s being compliance with regulations as well
as being able to inspire public trust. Specially, some recent scandals [14, 17] show that
frauds do not come only from students, but also from exam authorities.
Ensuring verifiability is generally hard and for exams and e-exams one part of the
problem lays in the lack of clarity about what verifiability properties they should offer.
Another part comes from the absence of a framework to check exams for verifiability.
This paper proposes a solution for both.
Contributions. We provide a clear understanding of verifiability for exam protocols
and propose a methodology to analyze their verifiability: we define a formal frame-
work where we model traditional paper-and-pencil and electronic exams. We formalize
eleven verifiability properties relevant for exams and, for each property, we state the
conditions that a sound and complete verifiability test has to satisfy. Following a prac-
tice already explored in other domains [2,3,7,20], we classify our verifiability properties
into individual and universal, and we formalize them within our framework. Finally, we
implement the verifiability tests in the applied pi-calculus and we use ProVerif [5] to run
an automated analysis. We validate the effectiveness and the flexibility of our frame-
work by modelling and analyzing two different exam protocols: a paper-and-pencil
exam currently used by the University of Grenoble, and an internet-based exam proto-
col called Remark! [16]. We check whether they admit sound and complete verifiabile
tests and discuss what exam roles are required to be honest.
Outline. The next section comments the related work. Section 3 provides definitions
and models for exam protocols. Section 4 describes and formalizes eleven verifiabil-
ity properties, and develops a framework of analysis for them. Section 5 validates the
framework. Section 6 draws the conclusions and outlines the future work.
2 Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, there is almost no research done on verifiability for exams.
A handful number of papers list informally a few security properties for e-exams [6,15,
21]. Only one offers a formalization [11]. We comment them shortly.
Castella-Roca et al. [6] discuss a secure exam management system which is claimed
to provide authentication, privacy, correction and receipt fullness, properties that are
described informally. Huszti & Petho˝ [21] refine these notions as security requirements
and propose a cryptographic protocol that is claimed to fulfil the requirements, but the
claims are only sustained informally. Bella et al. [15] comment a list of requirements
which are desirable for electronic and traditional exams, and similar to the previous
works, they do not formalize the properties they propose. Instead, Dreier et al. [11] pro-
pose a model for several authentication and secrecy properties in the formal framework
of the Applied pi-Calculus [1]. No paper outlined above addresses verifiability.
However, verifiability has been studied in other domains than exams, specially in
voting and in auctions. In these domains formal models and definitions of security prop-
erties exist stably [12,22,23]. In voting, individual verifiability ensures that a voter can
verify her vote has been handled correctly, that is, cast as intended, recorded as cast, and
counted as recorded [3, 20]. The concept of universal verifiability has been introduced
to express that voters and non-voters can verify the correctness of the tally using only
public information [2, 3, 7]. Kremer et al. [22] formalize both individual and universal
verifiability in the Applied pi-Calculus [1]. They also consider eligibility verifiability,
a specific universal property assuring that any observer can verify that the set of votes
from which the result is determined originates only from eligible voters, and that each
eligible voter has cast at most one vote. Smyth et al. [25] use ProVerif to check dif-
ferent verifiability notions that they express as reachability properties, which ProVerif
processes natively. In this paper, we also use ProVerif for the analysis, but the model and
the definitions here proposed are more general and constrained neither to the Applied
pi-Calculus nor to ProVerif.
Verifiability for e-auction is studied in Dreier et al. [12]. The manner in which they
express sound and complete tests for their verifiability properties has been a source of
inspiration for what we present here.
Notable notions related to verifiability are accountability and auditability. Ku¨sters
et al. [23] study accountability ensuring that, when verifiability fails, one can identify
the participant responsible for the failure. They also give symbolic and computational
definitions of verifiability, which they recognize as a weaker variant of accountability.
However, their framework needs to be instantiated for each application by identifying
relevant verifiability goals. Guts et al. [18] define auditability as the quality of a protocol
that stores sufficient evidence to convince an honest judge that specific properties are
satisfied. Auditability revisits the universal verifiability defined in this paper: anyone,
even an outsider without knowledge of the protocol execution, can verify the system
relying only on the available pieces of evidence.
3 Exam Model
Any exam, paper-and-pencil or electronic, involves at least two roles: the candidate
and the exam authority. The exam authority can have several sub-roles: the registrar
registers candidates; the question committee prepares the questions; the invigilator su-
pervises the exam, collects the answers, and dispatches them for marking; the examiner
corrects the answers and marks them; the notification committee delivers the marking.
Exams run generally in phases, commonly four of them: Registration, where the
exam is set up and candidates enroll; Examination, where candidates answer the ques-
tions, give them to the authority, and have them accepted officially; Marking, where the
exam-tests are marked; and Notification, where the grades are notified. Usually, each
phase ends before the next one begins, an assumption we embrace.
Assuming such roles and such phases, our model of exam consists of four sets — a
set of candidates, a set of questions, a set of answers (questions and answers together are
called exam-tests) and a set of marks. Three relations link candidates, exam-tests, and
marks along the four phases: Accepted, Marked, and Assigned. They are assumed to
be recorded during the exam or build from data logs such as registers or repositories.
Definition 1 (Exam). An exam E is a tuple (I,Q,A,M,α) where I of type I is a set
of candidate identities,Q of typeQ is a set of questions,A of typeA is a set of answers,
M of typeM is a set of marks, and α is the set of the following relations:
– Accepted ⊆ I × (Q×A): the candidates’ exam-tests accepted by the authority;
– Marked ⊆ I × (Q×A)×M : the marks delivered on the exam-tests;
– Assigned ⊆ I ×M : the marks assigned (i.e., officially linked) to the candidates;
– Correct : (Q×A)→M: the function used to mark an exam-test;
Definition 1 is simple but expressive. It can model electronic as well as paper-and-
pencil exams, and exams executed honestly as well as exams with frauds. It is the goal
of verifiability to test for the absence of anomalies. For this aim we recognize two
specific subsets: (a) Ir ⊆ I as the set of candidates who registered for the exam (thus,
I \ Ir are the identities of the unregistered candidates who have taken the exam), and
(b) Qg ⊆ Q as the questions that the question committee has prepared (thus, Q \ Qg
are the additional and illegitimate questions that appear in the exam).
The function Correct models any objective mapping that assigns a mark to an an-
swer. This works well for single-choice and with multiple-choice questions, but it is
inappropriate for long open questions. Marking an open question is hardly objective:
the ambiguities of natural language can lead to subjective interpretations by the exam-
iner. Thus, independently of the model, we cannot hope to verify the marking in such
a context. Since in our framework the function Correct is used to verify the correct-
ness of the marking, exams that do not allow a definition of such a function cannot be
checked for that property; however, all other properties can still be checked.
4 Verifiability Properties
To be verifiable with respect to specific properties, an exam protocol needs to provide
tests to verify these properties. A test t is a function from E → bool, where E is the set
of data used to run the test. Abstractly, a verifiable property has the format t(e) ⇔ c,
where t is a test, e is the data used, and c is a predicate that expresses the property the test
is expected to check. Direction⇒ says that the test’s success is a sufficient condition for
c to hold (soundness); direction⇐ says that the test’s success is a necessary condition
for c to hold (completeness).
Definition 2. An exam for which it exists a test for a property is testable for that prop-
erty. An exam is verifiable for that property when it is testable and when the test is sound
and complete.
To work, a test needs pieces of data from the exam’s execution. A verifier, which
is the entity who runs the test, may complementarity use personal knowledge about the
exam’s run if he has any. We assume data to be taken after the exam has ended, that is,
when they are stable and not subject to further changes.
To be useful, tests have to be sound even in the presence of an attacker or of dis-
honest participants: this ensures that when the test succeeds the property holds despite
any attempt by the attacker or the participants to falsify it. However, many sound tests
are not complete in such conditions: a misbehaving participant can submit incorrect
data and, in so doing, causing the test to fail although the property holds. Unless said
differently, we check for soundness in presence of some dishonest participants (indeed
we seek for the maximal set of dishonest participants that preserve the soundness of the
test), but we check for completeness only with honest participants.
A verifiability test can be run by the exam participants or by outsiders. This brings
to two distinct notions of verifiability properties: individual and universal. In exams,
individual verifiability means verifiability from the point of view of a candidate. She
can feed the test with the knowledge she has about the exam, namely her personal data
(identity, exam-test, mark) and the messages she exchanged with the other participants
during the exam. Universal verifiability means verifiability from the point of view of an
external observer. In practical applications this might be an auditor who has no knowl-
edge of the exam: he has no candidate ID, he has not seen the exam’s questions and
answered any of them, and he did not receive any mark. Besides, he has not interacted
with any of the exam participants. In short, he runs the test only using the exam’s public
pieces of data available to him.
In Table 1 we select six individual (left) and five universal (right) relevant verifia-
bility properties. These properties cover the verifiability of all phases of a typical exam.
We define one property about registration verifiability, one about the validity of ques-
tions, two about the integrity of exam-test, two about the process of marking, and one
about the integrity of notification. More details are given in the reminder of the section.
Generally speaking, an exam is fully (individual or universal) verifiable when it sat-
isfies all the properties. Of course, on an exam each property can be verified separately
to clearly assess its strengths and weaknesses.
Individual Verifiability Properties (I.V.): Here is the candidate that verifies the exam.
She knows her identity i, her submitted exam-test q and a, and her mark m. She also
knows her perspective p of the exam run, that is, the messages she has sent and re-
ceived. Her data is a tuple (i, q, a,m, p). Note that the candidate’s perspective p is not
necessary to define the properties, that’s why it does not appear in the right-hand-side
of the equivalent (see Table 1). However, it might be necessary to implement the test
depending on the case study.
Individual Verifiability Universal Verifiability
Registration
RUV(e)⇔
Ir ⊇ {i : (i, x) ∈ Accepted}
Question Validity
QVIV(i, q, a,m, p)⇔
(q ∈ Qg)
Marking Correctness
MCIV(i, q, a,m, p)⇔
(Correct(q, a) = m)
MCUV(e)⇔
(∀(i, x,m) ∈ Marked,
Correct(x) = m
Exam-Test Integrity
ETIIV(i, q, a,m, p)⇔(
(i, (q, a)) ∈ Accepted
∧∃m′ : (i, (q, a),m′) ∈ Marked)
ETIUV(e)⇔
Accepted =
{(i, x) : (i, x,m) ∈ Marked}
Exam-Test Markedness
ETMIV(i, q, a,m, p)⇔
(∃m′ : (i, (q, a),m′) ∈ Marked))
ETMUV(e)⇔
Accepted ⊆
{(i, x) : (i, x,m) ∈ Marked}
Marking Integrity
MIIV(i, q, a,m, p)⇔
∃m′ : ((i, (q, a),m′) ∈ Marked
∧(i,m′) ∈ Assigned)
MIUV(e)⇔
Assigned =
{(i,m) : (i, x,m) ∈ Marked}
Marking Notification
Integrity
MNIIV(i, q, a,m, p)⇔
(i,m) ∈ Assigned
Table 1. Individual and Universal Verifiability
There is no individual verifiability property about registration as a candidate knows
whether she has registered, and she might even have a receipt of it. Instead, what a
candidate does not know, but wishes to verify, is whether she got the correct questions,
and whether she got her test correctly marked. To verify the validity of her question,
we propose the property Question Validity which ensures that the candidate receives
questions actually generated by the question committee. This is modeled by a test which
returns true, if and only if, the questions q received by the candidate belong to the set of
the valid questions Qg generated by the question committee. To verify that her mark is
correct, the candidate can check the property Marking Correctness which ensures that
the mark received by the candidate is correctly computed on her exam-test. Verifying
Marking Correctness could e.g. be realized by giving access to the marking algorithm,
so the candidate can compute again the mark that corresponds to her exam-test and
compare it to the mark she received. As discussed in Section 3, this is feasible with
multiple-choice questions or short open-questions, but rather difficult in other cases
such as the case of long and open questions. In this case, a candidate may wish to verify
more properties about her exam test, and precisely that the integrity of the candidate’s
exam-test is preserved till marking, and that the integrity of the candidate’s mark is
preserved from delivery till reception. Preserving the integrity of the exam-test and that
of the mark is sufficient for the candidate to be convinced that she got the correct mark,
provided the examiner follows the marking algorithm correctly.
Each of the remaining four individual properties covers a different step from exam-
test submission till mark reception. This allows to identify in which step the error
happened in case of failure. The first property, Exam-Test Integrity, is to ensure that
the candidate’s exam-test is accepted and marked as she submitted it without any mod-
ification. Running the Exam-Test Integrity test after the end of the exam does not in-
validate the property since if an exam-test is lost or modified before being marked, it
remains modified also after the exam is over. But the event consisting of an exam-test
that is first changed before the marking, and then restored correctly after marking, is
not captured by Exam-Test Integrity. However, such an event can still be detected by
verifying Marking Correctness. Another property that also concerns the integrity of
the exam-test is Exam-Test Markedness which ensures that the exam-test submitted by
a candidate is marked without modification. Note that if Exam-Test Integrity (i.e., the
test ETIIV) succeeds, then Exam-Test Markedness (i.e., the test ETMIV) also succeeds,
namely ETIIV(i, q, a,m, p)⇒ ETMIV(i, q, a,m, p). However, if the test ETIIV fails, but
the test ETMIV succeeds, this would mean that the candidate’s exam-test is modified upon
acceptance by the authority, but then restored to its correct version before marking. The
latter case could be not relevant to the candidate as her exam-test was unmodified when
marked; however such an error can be reported to the responsible authority to inves-
tigate the problem and see where the error comes from. Moreover, we might have a
protocol that does not provide a test for ETIIV, but a test for ETMIV, this could depend
on the available data at the end of the exam execution. The remaining two properties en-
sure that the integrity of the mark attributed to a candidate’s exam-test by the examiner
is preserved. The property Mark Integrity ensures that the mark attributed to a candi-
date’s exam-test is assigned to that candidate by the responsible authority without any
modification; and the property Mark Notification Integrity ensures that the candidate
receives the mark assigned to her by the authority.
Universal Verifiability Properties (U.V.): These properties are designed from the view-
point of a generic observer. In contrast to the individual viewpoint, the observer does
not have an identity and does not know an exam-test or a mark, because he does not
have an official exam role. The observer runs the test on the public data available after
a protocol run. Hence, we simply have a general variable e containing the data.
In the universal perspective, properties such as Question Validity and Mark Notifi-
cation Integrity are not relevant because the external observer has no knowledge of the
questions nor of the markings received by the candidates. However, an observer may
want to verify other properties revealing whether the exam has been carried out cor-
rectly, or he may want to check that the exam authorities and examiners have played by
the rules. Precisely, an observer would be interested in verifying that only eligible can-
didates can submit an exam-test, and this is guaranteed by Registration, which ensures
that all accepted exam-tests are submitted by registered candidates. An observer may
wish to test that all the marks attributed by the examiners to the exam-tests are computed
correctly. This property, Marking Correctness, raises the same practical questions as the
individual case and therefore the same discussion applies here. However, even in case
of open questions, to increase their trustworthiness, universities should allow auditors
to access their log for an inspection to the marking process. It may be also interested
in checking that no exam-test is modified, added, or deleted till the end of the marking
phase: this Exam-Test Integrity, which ensures that all and only accepted exam-tests are
marked without any modification. Another property that could be useful for an observer
is Exam-Test Markedness. This ensures that all the accepted exam-tests are marked
without modification. Thus, if Exam-Test Integrity fails but Exam-Test Markedness suc-
ceeds, then there is at least one extra marked exam-test which is not included in the set
of accepted exam-test by the exam authority. Finally, the observer may wish to check
that all and only the marks assigned to exam-tests are assigned to the corresponding
candidates with no modifications. This is guaranteed by Mark Integrity.
5 Validation
We validate our framework and show its flexibility with two different use cases: a paper-
and-pencil exam procedure and an internet-based exam protocol. We analyze their ver-
ifiability fully. The modeling and the analysis is done in ProVerif. For the full treatment
of the case studies, we refer the reader to our technical report [10]. The ProVerif code
is available on line5. We consider the Dolev-Yao [9] intruder model that is used in
ProVerif. Dishonest roles, when needed, are processes controlled by the intruder.
5.1 Use Case # 1: The Grenoble Exam
The first exam that we analyze is the paper-and-pencil procedure used to evaluate under-
graduate students at the University of Grenoble. It involves candidates (C), an examiner
(E), a question committee (QC), and an exam authority (EA). It has four phases:
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Registration: All the students of the course are automatically registered as candi-
dates for the exam; they are informed about the exam’s date, time and location. EA
assigns a fresh pseudonym to each C. The QC, the course’s lecturer(s), prepares the
questions and hands them to EA.
Examination: After EA authenticates all Cs, EA lets them take a seat. There, each
C finds a special exam paper: the top-right corner is glued and can be folded. Each C
signs it, and writes down her name and student number in such a way that the corner,
when folded, hides them. Each C also writes down visibly their pseudonyms. Then, EA
distributes the questions, and the exam begins. At the end, EA collects the exam-tests,
checks that all copies have been returned, that all corners are correctly glued, and gives
the exam-tests to E.
Marking: E evaluates the exam-tests: each pseudonym is given a mark. E returns
them, along with the marks, to EA.
Notification: EA checks that the corner is still glued and maps the pseudonyms to
real identities (names and student numbers) without opening the glued part. Then, EA
stores the pairs student numbers / marks and publishes them. C can review her exam-
test in presence of E to check the integrity of her exam-test and verify the mark. If,
for instance, C denies that the exam-test containing her pseudonym belongs to her, the
glued part is opened.
Formal Model We model the Grenoble protocol in ProVerif. EA, QC, E and the Cs
are modeled as communicating processes that exchange messages over public or private
channels. They can behave honestly or dishonestly. We detail later when we need private
vs. public channels and honest vs. dishonest participants.
Data sets I , Q, A and M are as in Definition 1. Each set is composed by a selection
of messages taken from the data generated by the processes, possibly manipulated by
the attacker. For example, Q are all the messages that represent a question. Qg , sub-
set of Q, are all the messages representing a question that are generated by the QC.
The exam’s relations are also as in Definition 1. Accepted contains all the messages
(i, (q, a)) (i.e., identity and exam-test) that EA has collected. If the EA is honest, it ac-
cepts only the exam-tests submitted by registered candidates. Marked contains all the
messages (i, (q, a),m) (i.e., identity, exam-test, and mark) that the E has generated after
having marked the exam-tests. If E is honest, he marks only exam-tests authenticated
by EA. Assigned contains all the messages (i,m) originating from the EA when it
assigns mark m to candidate i. If EA is honest, it assigns a mark to C only if E notifies
that it is the mark delivered on C’s exam-test. Correct is a deterministic function that
outputs a mark for a given exam-test.
We made a few choices when modeling the Grenoble exam’s “visual channels”.
These are face-to-face channels that all the participants use to exchange data (exam-
sheets, student pseudonyms, marks). Intrinsically, all such communications are mu-
tually authenticated. To model visual channels in ProVerif, we could have used pri-
vate channels, but this would have made the channels too strong, preventing the at-
tacker even from knowing if a communication has happened at all. More appropriately,
visual channels are authenticated channels, where authentication is expressed by an
equational theory similar to the one commonly used for cryptographic signatures, but
with the assumption that the verification key is only known to the intended receiver,
namely: openauth(auth(m, s)) = m, and authcheck(auth(m, s), generate(s)) =
m. Function auth takes as input a messagem and a secret s that only the sender knows,
and outputs an authenticated value. The verification key that corresponds to this secret,
generate(s), is possessed only by the receiver/verifier. Anyone can get the message,
m, but only the owner of generate(s) can verify its origin.
Analysis of Individual Verifiability We model individual verifiability tests as pro-
cesses in ProVerif, guided by the properties defined in Table 1. Each test emits two
events: the event OK, when the test succeeds, and the event KO, when the test fails. We
use correspondence assertions, i.e., “if an event e is executed the event e′ has been pre-
viously executed” [24], to prove soundness, and resort to unreachability of KO to prove
completeness. We also use unreachability to prove soundness for Marking Correctness.
A sound test receives its input via public channels. This allows an attacker to mess
with the test’s inputs. Participants can be dishonest too. Thus, we check that the event
OK is always preceded by the event emitted in the part of the code where the predicate
becomes satisfied. Below, we describe how this works for Question Validity.
A complete test receives its input via private channels and by honest participants.
The intruder cannot change the test’s input this time. Then, we check that the test does
not fail, that is, the event KO is unreachable.
Property Sound Complete
Question Validity X(EA) X(all)
Exam-Test Integrity X(EA, E) X(all)
Exam-Test Markedness X(E) X(all)
Marking Correctness X X(all)
Mark Integrity X(EA, E) X(all)
Mark Notification Integrity X(EA) X(all)
Fig. 1. I.V. properties for the Grenoble exam.
Figure 1 reports the result of the
analysis. All properties hold (X) de-
spite the intruder, but often they hold
only assuming some roles to be hon-
est : there are attacks otherwise. All
properties but Marking Correctness
have sound tests (Figure 1, middle
column) only if we assume at least
the honesty of the exam authority
(EA), or of the examiner (E), or of
both. This in addition to the honesty of candidate, who must be necessarily honest be-
cause he is the verifier. The minimal assumptions for all the properties are reported in
brackets. All properties have complete tests (Figure, right columns) but all roles except
the intruder have to be honest for them to hold.
Due to the limited space, we only comment in detail on how we tested one verifi-
ability property: Question Validity. It must be said that, in reality, the Grenoble exam
does not provide any means for a candidate to verify question validity. The questions
she receives from the EA comes without any proof that they actually were generated by
the QC: there is no QC’s signature or stamp. But, if we assume an honest EA, a simple
test exists: the candidate can authenticate EA when it distributes the questions.
The QV test inputs the verification value ver_AC, which is used to authenticate
the exam authority. On channel chTest, the test inputs the authenticated question
auth_q, which it checks for origin-authenticity. The test succeeds if the question is
authenticated by the EA, it fails otherwise. The test emits the event OKwhen it succeeds,
otherwise emits the event KO. Namely,
let test(chTest, ver_AC) =
in(chTest, (auth_q)); let question = openauth(auth_q)
in if authcheck(auth_q, Ver_AC) = question
then event OK else event KO.
In the proof for soundness, we modified the ProVerif code for EA in such way to
emit an event valid just after the process receives the question from QC and checks
its origin-authenticity, and just before EA sends the question to the C. ProVerif shows,
in case of honest EA, that any OK is preceded by valid: the test outputs true only if
the question is generated by QC. Note that any tampering that QC can perform on the
questions (for example, generating dummy questions or by trashing them after having
generated them) does not violate question validity per se: according to this property the
questions that C received are still those generated, honestly or dishonestly, by the QC:
the origin of the question is not compromised.
In the proof for completeness, ProVerif shows that the event KO is unreachable. All
participants are assumed to be honest in this case.
Analysis of Universal Verifiability Universal verifiable tests should use some public
data. But, since the Grenoble exam is a paper-and-pencil based exam, in general, there
is no publicly available data. Thus, originally Grenoble exam does not satisfy any of
the universal verifiability properties. To be universally testable, an auditor has to be
given access to the following data: (1) for Registration verifiability, he can read the
list of registered candidates and the set of accepted exam-tests. Thus, he can check
whether all accepted exam-tests are submitted by registered candidates; (2) for Exam-
Test Markedness, in addition to the accepted exam-tests, he knows the set of marked
exam-tests. Then, he can check whether all the accepted exam-tests are marked; (3) for
Exam-Test Integrity, he knows the same data as in Exam-Test Markedness. The auditor
has to check that all and only the accepted exam-tests are marked; (4) for Marking
Correctness, he knows the correction algorithm and the marked exam-tests together
with the delivered marks. The test is to run the correction algorithm again on each
exam-test and check if the obtained mark is the same as the delivered one; finally, for
(5) Mark Integrity, in addition to the delivered marks, he can access the assigned marks.
The auditor can check whether the assigned marks are exactly the ones delivered and
whether they are assigned to the correct candidates. Having access to such significant
data mentioned above could break candidate’s privacy (for instance identities, answers,
and marks can be disclosed to the auditor); that noticed, discussing the compatibility
between the universal verifiability and privacy is not in the scope of this paper.
Property Sound Complete
Registration X(EA) X(all)
Exam-Test Integrity X(EA, E) X(all)
Exam-Test Markedness X(EA, E) X(all)
Marking Correctness X(E) X(all)
Mark Integrity X(EA, E) X(all)
Fig. 2. U.V. properties for the Grenoble exam.
Similar to what we did for the indi-
vidual verifiability tests, we use corre-
spondence assertions to prove soundness
and unreachability of a KO event to prove
completeness.
Figure 2 depicts the result of the
analysis. We must report that in our test-
ing universal verifiability, not for all tests
we were able to run a fully automatically
analysis in the general case requiring any number of participants. This is because
ProVerif does not support loops and to prove the general case we would have needed to
iterate over all candidates. For these tests we ran ProVerif only for the base case, that
where we have only one accepted exam-test or one assigned mark; then we completed a
manual induction proof that generalizes this result to the general case with an arbitrary
number of candidates.
5.2 Use Case #2: Remark!
The second exam system that we analyze is an internet-based cryptographic exam pro-
tocol called Remark! [16]. It aims to guarantee several authentication, privacy, and ver-
ifiability properties. Remark! has been only proved formally in [11] to ensure authenti-
cation and privacy properties, without discussing the protocol’s verifiability properties.
Remark! engages the typical exam roles: the candidate (C), the examiner (E), and
the exam authority (EA) (called manager in the original paper). The protocol uses two
particular building blocks: an exponential mixnet (NET) [19] and an append-only bul-
letin board (BB) [8]. The protocol’s only trust assumption is that there is at least one
honest server in NET. We briefly describe the four phases of Remark! below. For the
full description we refer to [16].
Registration: The NET generates pseudonyms for C and E using their public keys.
The pseudonyms also serve as public encryption and verification keys, and allow C and
E to communicate anonymously still guaranteeing some form of authentication. The
NET publishes the pseudonyms on the BB. Only C and E can identify their pseudonyms.
Examination: The EA encrypts the question with C’s pseudonym, and publishes
them on the BB. C retrieves the question, answers it, signs the pair “question and an-
swer” (i.e., the exam-test) using the private key that corresponds to her pseudonym,
and submits anonymously the exam-test. Once the EA receives the signed exam-test, it
publishes a hashed version of the exam-test on the BB (a receipt). The receipt is signed
by the EA and can only be verified by C because it is encrypted with C’s pseudonym.
Then, the EA signs the exam-test and publishes a new post on the BB encrypted with
E’s pseudonym, which is meant to mark the exam-test.
Marking: E retrieves the exam-test, marks, signs, and sends it back to the EA. The
EA encrypts the marked exam-test with the C’s pseudonym, and publishes it on the BB.
Notification: When all the marked exam-tests have been posted on the BB, the NET
de-anonymizes C’s pseudonyms, while E’s pseudonyms remain anonymous. To do so,
each server of the NET reveals the secret exponents used to generate C’s pseudonyms.
Finally, the EA can register the mark for the corresponding C.
Formal Model All roles are modelled as communicating processes, except the BB
which is a public channel; the equational theory is the following:
checkpseudo(pseudo pub(pk(k), rce), pseudo priv(k, exp(rce))) = true
decrypt(encrypt(m, pk(k), r), k) = m
decrypt(encrypt(m, pseudo pub(pk(k), rce), r), pseudo priv(k, exp(rce))) = m
getmess(sign(m, k)) = m
checksign(sign(m, k), pk(k)) = m
checksign(sign(m, pseudo priv(k, exp(rce))), pseudo pub(pk(k), rce)) = m
Data sets I , Q, A and M are as in Definition 1. Set I contains the C’s pseudonyms
rather than their identities. This replacement is sound because any candidate is uniquely
identified by her pseudonym and the equational theory preserves this bijection. The sets
Q, A, and M are the messages that correspond to questions, answers, and marks gener-
ated during the protocol’s run. The relations are built from the posts that appear on the
BB. Precisely, the tuple (i, (q, a)) of Accepted is built from the receipts that EA pub-
lishes at Examination. The tuples (i, (q, a),m) and (i,m) of Marked and Assigned
respectively consist of the posts that EA publishes at Marking. Precisely, the tuple
(i, (q, a),m) is built from the marked exam-test signed by E, while the tuple (i,m)
is built from the encryption of the marked exam-test that EA generates. In fact, the en-
cryption requires a pseudonym, and officially links C with their identities. This replace-
ment is sound because C is uniquely identified by her key and the marked exam-test.
Correct is the algorithm used to mark the exam-tests and is modeled using a table.
Analysis of Individual Verifiability Similarly to what we did in the previous analysis
we use assertions to prove soundness and unreachability of the event KO to prove com-
pleteness. In checking the soundness of a test, we assumed an honest C (the verifier), in
addition to the honest NET. The roles of E and co-candidates (i.e., candidates other than
the verifier) are dishonest for all tests. The input of a test consists of the data sent via
private channel from C, the data sent via public channel from EA, and the data posted
on BB. To check the completeness of a test, we model all roles as honest. They send
their data via private channel to the test, whose input also includes data posted on BB.
Remark! originally mandates only two individual verifiability properties: Mark No-
tification Integrity and a weaker version of Exam-Test Integrity. However, we checked
which assumptions Remark! needs in order to ensure all our properties. For the sake of
space, we only report Question Validity here. Remark! assumes that EA both generates
the questions and sends them to the candidates. EA has to be honest to avoid that it
sends to C questions that are different from the ones generated.
let testQV(pkA,pch, bb)=
in (bb, eques);
in (pch, (ques, priv_C:skey));
let(ques’, sques)=decrypt(eques, priv_C)
in let (ques’’, pseudoC)=checksign(sques, pkA)
in if ques’=ques && ques’’=ques’ then event OK else event KO.
Property Sound Complete
Question Validity X (EA) X(all)
Exam-Test Integrity X X(all)
Exam-Test Markedness X X(all)
Marking Correctness X (EA) X(all)
Mark Integrity X X(all)
Mark Notification Integrity X X(all)
Fig. 3. I.V. properties for Remark!
The test receives the question pub-
lished on the BB (eques), C’s question
and her private key (ques, priv_C)
on a private channel. The test checks
whether C actually received the question
published on BB from EA. To model
soundness in ProVerif, we insert the
event generated(ques) where the
EA process generates the question, and
the event accepted(ques) into the test process, exactly inside the if branch where
the test succeeds. The test is sound if each occurrence of the event accepted(ques)
is preceded by the event generated(ques). ProVerif confirms the test is sound and
complete, so Remark! is question validity verifiable.
Figure 3 summarizes the result of our analysis. In the column about the soundness
of the verifiability properties the minimal trust requirements to ensure the properties are
in brackets. The honesty of the verifier, that is, the candidate, is assumed implicitly. In
the column reporting the completeness results all roles are assumed to be honest.
Analysis of Universal verifiability We verify most universal verifiability tests using
a different approach compared to the individual ones. This is needed because C can be
dishonest, in contrast to the case of individual verifiability, thus no sufficient events can
be insert in any process to model correspondence assertions. In general, the idea of this
approach is that every time the test succeeds, which means that it emits the event OK,
we check if the decryption of the concerned ciphertext gives the expected plaintext. If
not, the event KO is emitted, and we check soundness of the tests using unreachability
of the event KO. We can still model soundness using correspondence assertions for
Registration, because the NET is honestly emitting events when registration concludes.
Since all the bulletin board posts are encrypted with C’s or E’s pseudonyms, no
public data can be used as it is. Moreover, the encryption algorithm is a probabilistic
encryption, thus the random value used to encrypt a message is usually needed. So,
like Grenoble exam, Remark! does not originally provide universal verifiability. Re-
mark! can be universally testable if EA gives an auditor access to some data after the
exam concludes. Again, this might affect candidate’s privacy. Here we assume the au-
ditor is given the following data: (1) for Registration, the EA reveals the signatures
inside the receipts posted on BB and the random values used to encrypt the receipts.
By looking at the bulletin board, the auditor can check that EA only accepted tests
signed with pseudonyms posted by the NET during registration; (2) for Exam-Test In-
tegrity, the EA reveals the marked exam-test and the random values used to encrypt
them in addition to the data given for Registration. In so doing, the auditor can check
if pseudonyms, questions, and answers access the same data outlined above for Exam-
Test Integrity. However, since Remark! is exam-test integrity universally verifiable, it
is easy to show that the protocol is exam-test markedness universally verifiable too; (4)
for Marking Correctness, the EA reveals the marked exam-test, the random values used
to encrypt the marked exam-test, and a table that maps a mark to each answer, after the
exam concludes. The auditor can thus check if the mark of each exam-test corresponds
Property Sound Complete
Registration X X(all)
Exam-Test Integrity X X(all)
Exam-Test Markedness X X(all)
Marking Correctness X (EA) X(all)
Mark Integrity X X(all)
Fig. 4. U.V. properties for Remark!
to the mark of the given table provided the
answer; finally, for (5) Mark Integrity, the
EA reveals the examiners’ signatures on the
marked exam-test and the random values
that EA used to encrypt them before posting
on the BB. In so doing, the auditor can check
that each mark notified to the candidate has
a correct signature.
Figure 4 summarizes the results of our analysis. Marking Correctness is sound only
if EA is honest. ProVerif shows an attack if EA is dishonest because it can change the
table that the auditor uses to check the correctness of the marks.
Similar to the analysis outlined for the Grenoble exam, ProVerif is unable to handle
the general case for the universal verifiability properties also for Remark!. We thus
prove in ProVerif the case with one candidate, and also rely on manual induction proofs
for the general case.
6 Conclusion
This paper studies verifiability for exam protocols, a security feature that has been stud-
ied for voting and auctions but not for exams. In this domain, verifiability properties
revealed to be peculiar and required novel definitions. We defined several properties
which we organized in individual and universal verifiability properties; moreover, we
developed a formal framework to analyze them. As far as we know, we are the first to
have developed a framework for verifiability of exam protocols.
Our properties and our methodology work for both to electronic (e.g., cryptographic)
exam protocols and to traditional (e.g., paper-and-pencil) exams. Thus, in addition to
cryptographic protocols, our methodology is applicable to systems that handle phys-
ical security measures, such as a face-to-face authentication. In ProVerif, where we
implement our framework, such communications are tricky and we developed ad-hoc
equational theories to capture their properties.
We have validated our framework by analyzing the verifiability of two existing ex-
ams, one paper-and-pencil-based and the other Internet-based. We run most of the tests
automatically; but where ProVerif could not handle the verification of the general case
for some universal verifiability properties, we proved manually the tests by induction.
The paper-and-pencil exam has been proved to satisfy all the verifiability proper-
ties under the assumption that authorities and examiner are honest. This seems to be
peculiar to paper-and-pencil exams, where log-books and registers are managed by the
authorities that can tamper with them. Only Marking Correctness holds even in pres-
ence of dishonest authorities and examiner: here, a candidate can consult her exam-test
after marking, thus verifying herself whether her mark has been computed correctly.
The result of the analysis of the Internet-based protocol are somehow complemen-
tary. All properties but three are sound without assuming that the exam’s roles are
honest. But Marking Correctness, which worked without assumption in the paper-and-
pencil case, holds only assuming an honest exam authority. In fact, a student can check
her mark by using the exam table, but this is posted on the bulletin board by the exam
authority who can nullify the verification of correctness by tampering with the table.
Since the interest in exam protocols is growing, as future work we plan to analyze
more protocols and corroborate more extensively the validity of our framework. An-
other future work regards the use of tools. Since ProVerif’s equational theories, used
to model cryptographic primitives, introduce an abstraction which may bring the ana-
lyst to miss attacks, we intend to trail CryptoVerif [4] and achieve stronger proofs. In a
framework extended with the new tool, we plan to show how to set up an analysis based
on the computational model.
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